The close scientific interaction between van't Hoff, Ostwald, Arrhenius and Nernst in the outgoing 19 th century is today considered to mark the beginning of the wide field of physical chemistry. An important corner stone is the foundation of the Zeitschrift für Physikalische Chemie (ZPC) in 1887 by Jacobus Henricus van 't Hoff (1852 -1911 ) and Wilhelm Ostwald (1853 -1932 , today probably the oldest journal of physical chemistry in the world. The first decades of the existence of ZPC marked the golden area of scientific mining. Many of today's classic fields of physical chemistry were only discovered in that time.
ZPC had the honor of publishing some of the most seminal papers in areas which shaped the field of physical chemistry as we know it today. Among those are papers by the four pioneers named above but also by Bodenstein, Bragg, Farkas, Herzberg and Wigner to name just a few. Those times were truly international. Contributions and also interactions were spanning over all the countries leading in science of those days. The language, however, was not truly international. The leading language was german and it is probably fair to say that some of the most important work received international recognition only after translation and publication in german.
Times have changed. The scientific impact of that work still persists today, but most members of the international scientific community are now probably unable to read the original paper. Some time ago we had a discussion in the editorial board of ZPC diagnosing this to be an inappropriate situation. We decided to identify some of the most seminal papers published in ZPC. We wanted to have them translated into the prevailing language of today, which is English (ZPC today only publishes in English). We further thought it might be most rewarding to complement this milestone paper with some of the state-of-the-art scientific work available today and to publish this as a milestone issue.
As a first topic we have chosen the paper entitled "Über einfache Gasreaktionen" (on simple gas phase reactions) published in Z. Phys. Chem. B, 12, 279-311 (1931) by Henry Eyring and Michael Polanyi (see the following editorial). Alec Wodtke and myself have tried to put together an interesting and stimulating special issue which serves to honor two pioneering scientists, to remind the elder scientists among us and to teach
